Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
March 1, 2002

Present: Jonathan Parker, Amy Stumpf, Mary Crist, David Pearson, Robert Jabs, Susanne Reid, Bruce Stokes, Alan Fossett, James Lu

Guests: Charles Kelley, Andy Herrity, Ken Phillips

• Susanne Reid presented a proposal to combine MUS343 Symphonic and Band Literature and MUS362 Choral Literature into a single class MUS37X Choral, Orchestral and Band Literature. The proposal was approved for recommendation to the Executive Council.

• Dan Wilson presented a proposal to add a concentration in Bible and Theology to the Christian Studies major. This 12-unit concentration would use courses currently offered, requiring a minimum of three units of upper division Bible coursework and a minimum of three units of upper division theology coursework (the remaining six units in Bible and/or theology). The proposal was approved for recommendation to Executive Council.

• Dan Wilson presented a request to modify the title of CST480 from Pastoral Ministry to Pastoral Ministry and Leadership. This change would more accurately reflect the course content. The course description will also be updated for additional emphasis on the leadership component of the course. The request was approved for recommendation to Executive Council.

• Dan Wilson presented a proposal to remove CST481 Church Administration from the Christian Ministry concentration and replace it with a new requirement CST4XX Biblical Preaching. CST481 Church Administration would be removed from the catalog. The proposal was approved for recommendation to Executive Council.

• Bruce Stokes presented a proposal for a new course PSY3XX History and Systems of Psychology. This course would replace PSY443 Social Psychology in the major core requirements. PSY443 Social Psychology would become a requirement for the Life-Span concentration in place of PSY402 Special Topics. The proposal was approved for recommendation to Executive Council.

• Ken Phillips presented a proposal to change all computer courses (CMP) to the CIS prefix. This is consistent with industry standards. The proposal was approved for recommendation to Executive Council.

• Charles Kelley presented proposed changes to the curriculum for the Business Administration majors in the traditional and Evening College programs. The following changes were proposed:
  1. Remove BUS111 Business Math from the curriculum and replace the requirement with BUS433 International Economics and Marketing.
     Rationale: students will use math courses in the mathematics department to gain basic proficiency in quantitative methods.
  2. Replace BUS210 Introduction to Computer Systems with CIS265 Information Systems Essentials in the major and minor. BUS210 would be removed from the catalog.
     Rationale: standardize and upgrade curriculum. CIS265 is more comprehensive in its coverage of computer applications.
  3. Allow accounting concentration students to replace BUS303 Business Finance with BUS318 Intermediate Accounting I and to replace BUS301 e-Business with BUS319 Intermediate
Accounting II.
Rationale: better prepare accounting students for advanced accounting coursework and CPA exam.

4. In all concentrations add BUS491 *Internship in Business* as a means of fulfilling concentration requirements.
Rationale: promote internships in specific fields of the concentration.

Rationale: BUS265 was moved to a core requirement; BUS369 provides a more appropriate sequencing to BUS465 *Advanced Computer Applications*.

Rationale: upgrade and strengthen curriculum.

7. In the Marketing concentration remove BUS433 *International Economics*, as it has been moved to the core requirements. Add BUS332 *e-Business Marketing* and BUS338 *e-Business Purchasing* to the options for the concentration.

These proposed changes were approved for recommendation to Executive Council.

- Andy Herrity reviewed proposed changes to the Organizational Management major. A sub-committee (Jonathan Parker, Amy Stumpf, Daniel Skubik, Andy Herrity, Robert Jabs, Doug Wible, Gail Ronveaux) will meet to discuss further the implications and concerns regarding this change. A recommendation and/or report will be brought to the committee at a later meeting.

- The meeting was adjourned.